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ABSTRACT
Cactus is a software framework for high-performance com-
puting which sees widespread use in the numerical relativity
community and other fields. The Einstein Toolkit is a set of
Cactus components providing infrastructure and basic func-
tionality for, and enabling interoperability between, different
general relativistic applications codes.

In particular, the Einstein Toolkit provides an efficient cou-
pling mechanism between spacetime (Einstein) and relativis-
tic hydrodynamics (Euler) evolution components. This pro-
vides coupling in the volume, where both Einstein and Eu-
ler equations are integrated simultaneously everywhere in
the domain on co-located grids. Several independent but
interoperable Einstein and hydrodynamics codes have been
built on this toolkit by different research groups over the past
decade.

Below we introduce the Einstein Toolkit and describe the
coupling mechanism. We discuss certain trade-offs regard-
ing simplicity, continuity with historical coincidence, perfor-
mance, and memory consumption. We briefly mention the
process which lead to the current design and outline future
plans. Where appropriate, we draw parallels between solv-
ing the Einstein and the Maxwell (electrodynamics) equa-
tions, in effect outlining a possible design of an equivalent
toolkit for coupling the Maxwell and the hydrodynamics
equations.

1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-physics simulations are a rapidly growing field of

interest, spurred by maturing single-physics simulation abil-
ities as high-performance computing capabilities continue to
increase exponentially. This is true in many fields of sci-
ence and engineering, most prominently maybe in the area
of fluid–structure interaction, but increasingly also in com-
putational biology, coastal modelling, weather simulation,
solid state physics, and computational astrophysics. Multi-
physics can appear at various levels of interaction, ranging
from simple sequential simulations to tightly coupled inter-
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Figure 1: Rotationally deformed protoneutron star formed
in the iron core collapse of an evolved massive star. Shown
are volume rendering of the rest-mass density and a 2D
rendition of outgoing gravitational waves. Image by R.
Kähler.

action everywhere in the simulation domain.
We present here a case study rooted in computational as-

trophysics. Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) are intense narrowly-
beamed flashes of γ-rays (very high-energy photons) of cos-
mological origin, and the riddle concerning their central en-
gines and emission mechanisms is one of the most com-
plex and challenging problems of astrophysics today [44, 25,
28]. For this, the Einstein equations and the hydrodynam-
ics equations both need to be solved everywhere in space, as
opposed to e.g. a fluid–structure interaction where there is a
boundary between the fluid and the structure domains. Fig-
ure 1 shows the result of such a coupled simulation which
was reported in [27], examining the collapse of a stellar iron
core and the consequent formation of a protoneutron star.

To manage the complexity of a large simulation code and
of the coupling mechanism we employ the Cactus frame-
work. This allows us to separate cleanly the issues of evo-
lution systems, public interfaces, data flow, time stepping
methods, grid structures, and parallelism.

After introducing the Cactus framework in section 2, we
first describe a physics framework for solving the Einstein



equations in vacuum in section 3. We describe a hydrody-
namics framework in section 4, where we also discuss the
coupling mechanism in detail. We conclude in section 5.

It should be noted that the Einstein and the Euler equa-
tions are only weakly coupled, in the sense that the coupling
is only via lower-order terms, so that issues of stability can
be examined separately. However, since the mechanism de-
scribed here implements a generic tight coupling, they are
not restricted to such case. The coupling mechanism could
be translated to other physical systems, e.g. to coupling the
Maxwell and the (non-relativistic) compressible fluid equa-
tions.

2. CACTUS FRAMEWORK
The Cactus Framework [20, 1] is an open-source, modular,

portable programming environment for HPC computing. It
was designed and written specifically to enable scientists and
engineers to develop and perform the large-scale simulations
needed for modern scientific discovery across a broad range
of disciplines. Cactus is well suited for use in large, interna-
tional research collaborations.

Work started on Cactus in 1997 at the Albert-Einstein-
Institut in Potsdam, Germany, where it was developed with
researchers at Washington University in St. Louis and at the
NCSA as the core simulation code for numerical relativity
for an international collaboration. An early version of this
code was involved in the NASA grand challenge neutron-
star modelling project and was delivered to NASA as the
GR3D code [2]. Cactus is now used by over two dozen nu-
merical relativity groups for their cutting edge research.

As with most frameworks, the Cactus code base is struc-
tured as a central part, called the flesh that provides core rou-
tines, and components, called thorns. The flesh is indepen-
dent of all thorns and provides the main programme which
parses the parameters and activates the appropriate thorns,
passing control to thorns as required. By itself, the flesh per-
forms no science; to do any computational task the user must
compile in thorns and activate them at runtime.

A thorn is the basic working component within Cactus. All
user-supplied code goes into thorns, which are by and large
independent of each other. Thorns communicate with each
other via calls to the flesh API or, more rarely, via custom
APIs of other thorns. The Cactus component model is based
upon tightly coupled subroutines working successively on
the same data, although recent changes have broadened this
to allow some element of spatial workflow.

The connection from a thorn to the flesh or to other thorns
is specified in configuration files that are parsed at com-
pile time and used to generate glue code that encapsulates
the external appearance of a thorn. This glue code consists
mostly of calls to registration routines in the flesh to pop-
ulate databases describing the grid variables (their names,
types, sizes, etc.), user-defined functions (their names, signa-
tures, and available implementations), the execution sched-
ule (specifying which routines need to be executed at what
time of the simulation, and certain details about how they
need to be called), and the control parameters (their names,
types, and allowed value ranges). At runtime, the executable
reads a parameter file that details which thorns are to be ac-
tive and specifies values for the control parameters for these
thorns. The glue code also defines certain C-style macros that
are used to declare grid variables in user code and to access
user-defined functions and control parameters.

Finally, there exists a special include source mechanism
to generate include files from sections of user code, allowing
inlining of code between different thorns. This mechanism
arguably breaks the separation between thorns, but can lead
to large performance gains if automatic, compiler-dependent
cross-file inlining is not available or not reliable. The include
source mechanism supports arbitrary languages, including
Fortran, and the inlined code is surrounded by guards mak-
ing it possible to enable or disable the inlined code at run
time. One particular disadvantage of this mechanism is
namespace pollution, similar to manually inlined code.

User thorns are generally stateless entities; they operate
only on data which are passed to them. The data flow is man-
aged by the flesh. This makes for a very robust model where
thorns can be tested and validated independently, and can
be combined at run-time in the manner of a functional pro-
gramming language. Furthermore, thorns contain test cases
for unit testing. Parallelism, communication, load balanc-
ing, memory management, and I/O are handled by a special
component called driver which is not part of the flesh and
which can be easily replaced. The flesh (and the driver) have
complete knowledge about the state of the application, al-
lowing inspection and introspection through generic APIs.

The stateless nature of thorn is a key enabling factor for
tightly coupled multi-physics simulations. All data which a
thorn stores has to be declared to the framework and are ul-
timately managed by the driver. These declarations make it
possible for other thorns to access and/or modify this data
as well, if appropriate permissions are given. Since all data
is managed by the driver, it can be stored in a uniform man-
ner allowing efficient access from all interested thorns. The
driver “owns” the data, and passes it by reference (as sub-
routine arguments) for efficiency reasons. This also allows
routines to be called multiple times to work on different data
subsets, e.g. different grid blocks for mesh refinement. Load
balancing is also performed by the driver and can thus take
these access patterns into account.

One of the key concepts for thorns is the concept of an im-
plementation [12], which is similar to an abstract class in Java.
Relationships among thorns are all based upon relationships
among the implementations they provide. In principle it
should be possible to swap one thorn providing an imple-
mentation with another thorn providing that implementa-
tion, without affecting any other thorn.

An implementation defines a group of variables (and pa-
rameters) which are used to implement some functional-
ity. For example, the thorn MoL provides the implementa-
tion MethodOfLines by implementing certain time integra-
tion algorithms. Another thorn can also implement Method-
OfLines, and both thorns can be compiled in at the same
time. At runtime, the user decides which thorn providing
MethodOfLines should be used. No other thorn should be
affected by this choice (except that different time integration
algorithms would be used).

When a thorn needs access to a variable (or a parameter)
provided by another thorn, it defines a relationship between
itself and the other thorn’s implementation, not explicitly
with the other thorn: thorn a is said to inherit from implemen-
tation B. This allows the transparent replacement, at compile
or run time, of one thorn with another thorn providing the
same kind of functionality.

Each thorn declares the variables which it uses. These are
private by default, but can be made publicly accessible. All



Table 1: Sample inheritance relationship between three
thorns providing two implementations. Thorns a1 and a2
provide the same implementation A. Thorn b inherits from
A and can thus access A’s variables.

Thorn Imple- Inherits Public Accessible
mentation from variables variables

a1 A — x, y x, y
a2 A — x, y x, y
b2 B A z x, y, z

thorns providing the same implementation need to define
the same set of public variables. Other thorns can inherit
from this implementation to gain access to these variables.
Table 1 shows a small example for two implementations A
and B.

It should be noted that there is no explicit definition of the
implementations themselves; implementations are only de-
fined implicitly through the thorns which implement them.
This way of specifying interfaces can be called ad hoc super-
typing, if one views thorns and implementations as part of an
object oriented type system.

Thorns in Cactus can be written in C, C++, or Fortran. Stor-
age for the thorns’ variables is managed by the driver, ensur-
ing that they can be accessed equally from all languages.

Certain thorns offer a generic numerical infrastructure. For
example, thorn MoL provides a set of time integration algo-
rithms, or thorn Noise can post-process initial conditions by
adding noise to perform stability tests [39]. A thorn Dissi-

pation interacts with MoL by adding artificial dissipation to
evolved variables, i.e., filtering out high spatial frequencies.
These thorns do not explicitly depend on the variables of any
particular other implementation; instead, they use the flesh
API to access variables of other thorns and remain thus com-
pletely generic.

The driver thorn determines also the grid structure used
by the application. The simulations described in this case
study all use block-structured grids, as these can be imple-
mented very efficiently on current hardware. One Cactus
driver PUGH offers a highly efficient uniform grid implemen-
tation, another Cactus driver Carpet [34, 3] offers also adap-
tive mesh refinement (AMR) and multi-block [32] capabili-
ties. Both drivers are parallelised for distributed memory ar-
chitectures and have been benchmarked on more than 10,000
processors.

3. EINSTEIN EQUATIONS
The Einstein Toolkit [4] contains a set of components deal-

ing with the numerical implementation of the Einstein equa-
tions. This ranges from time evolution methods, initial data
generators and file readers to various analysis methods. This
provides a common set of basic tools for the numerical rela-
tivity community as well as standard interfaces for other, po-
tentially non-public tools which can be built on this toolkit.
The key feature is its extensibility — although several com-
ponents in the Einstein Toolkit are state of the art, this is
an open toolkit which can be used and extended by other
groups.

In the numerical relativity community, there are currently
(2008) seven major research groups employing Cactus, which
corresponds to roughly half of those in the community per-

Table 2: List of ADM variables (basic variables for the Ein-
stein equations), and their EM (electrodynamic) counter-
parts for comparison. The ADM variables are used to pro-
vide a common, public interface to the state of the simula-
tion; they are not necessarily the variables which are actu-
ally evolved in time.

ADM Name EM Name
γ metric A vector potential
K (extrinsic) curvature Ȧ

α, α̇ lapse Φ, Φ̇ electric potential
β, β̇ shift —

forming three-dimensional time-dependent simulations on
supercomputers. These competing groups all use the Ein-
stein Toolkit to be able to share and collaborate on certain
components, while not sharing but competing in other com-
ponents.

The central part of the Einstein Toolkit is a component
ADMBase which contains a standard set of variables for the
Einstein equations. This set of variables is called the ADM
variables, named after Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner who in-
troduced a variant of this set in 1962 [15]. These variables are
widely agreed upon in the relativity community, and they
are customarily used to analyse, exchange, or visualise data
sets. Table 2 lists these variables together with their electro-
dynamic (EM) equivalents to which they correspond in a cer-
tain sense.

Within a simulation, the ADM variables are typically used
to set up the initial configuration and to perform run-time
analysis of the simulation result, such as e.g. evaluating con-
straints, locating horizons, or calculating the gravitational
wave signature. Using the ADM variables for these tasks has
the advantage that mathematical prescriptions or routines
for these tasks can be exchanged between groups, such as
e.g. the thorns TwoPunctures or AHFinderDirect mentioned
in figures 4 and 6 below.

While these ADM variables are used to import and export
data, they are not necessarily viable for evolving the system
in time. The choice of evolution variables depends on many
other factors, especially numerical stability and accuracy, but
also depending on preferences within research groups. Dif-
ferent codes use different evolution systems. It is therefore
important to acknowledge the difference between the vari-
ables used to exchange data and the variables which are
evolved in time, since this allows both a community standard
for (runtime) data interchange as well as complete flexibility
for the evolution systems. Of course, for all evolution sys-
tems there have to exist conversion prescriptions from and
to the ADM variables.

3.1 Time Evolution
In numerical relativity, two commonly used classes of evo-

lution systems are the BSSN systems and the harmonic sys-
tems. BSSN systems, named after Baumgarte, Shapiro, Shi-
bata, and Nakamura, introduce five additional variables (see
e.g. [14, 13]), which can be calculated directly from the ADM
variables. These additional variables greatly aid stability.
Harmonic systems (see e.g. [23, 41]) may have even more
variables. The particular systems used in numerical relativ-
ity are not relevant for this case study and shall here not be
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Figure 2: Data flow in and out of the ADM variables during
initialisation and time evolution. Initial data are provided
in the ADM variables and then converted to the evolved
variables. During evolution, the ADM variables are recal-
culated after every time step e.g. for analysis purposes.

described further.
Time evolution proceeds as follows. The initial configura-

tion is provided in terms of the ADM variables. From these
the evolved variables are initialised. After each time step,
the ADM variables are calculated from the evolved variables
for analysis purposes. The evolved variables are never re-
calculated from the ADM variables during evolution. This
scheme is depicted in figure 2.

The ADM variables and a set of schedule groups orches-
trating initial data calculation are defined in a thorn ADM-
Base. All thorns calculating initial configurations are sup-
posed to do so at a time decided by ADMBase, and provide
the result in terms of ADM variables. Figure 3 depicts this in-
teraction graphically. For efficiency purposes, ADMBase of-
fers some flexibility for which variables are allocated, where
non-allocated variables have to be treated as zero. This saves
some memory, but adds some additional complexity to all
thorns using ADMBase. As described below, reducing mem-
ory usage had a very high priority when ADMBase was de-
signed, but changes in typical HPC hardware configurations
have reduced this priority today.

In the example chosen here, a BSSN evolution system
is implemented in a thorn BSSN_MoL, which is part of the
CCATIE code. This thorn provides the variables containing
the evolved variables (the state vector), the routines convert-
ing from and to the ADM variables, and the calculation of
the right hand side (RHS) of the state vector which the time
integrator requires to integrate the system in time.

A thorn MoL provides a standard abstraction as well as sev-
eral concrete implementations for time integration. This ab-
straction is standard in numerical analysis; a Fortran imple-
mentation of such a standard is described and implemented
e.g. in the Numerical Recipes [30]. In particular, MoL requires
a routine calculating the RHS, which needs to be provided
by the thorn containing the evolution system.

3.2 Examples
Figure 4 shows a more realistic interaction diagram be-

tween various components used in a typical Einstein code.

ADMBase

Einstein 
evolution

Einstein
initial data

Analysis 
methods

Time 
integrator

Figure 3: Schematic use of ADMBase in the Einstein Toolkit.
Rounded boxes represent infrastructure thorns, rectangu-
lar boxes symbolise application (“user”) thorns. Arrows
a → b indicate that a inherits from (i.e., knows about and
relies upon) b.

Compared to figure 3, there are many more components; in
particular, there are several thorns setting up initial data,
a component modifying the initial configuration before the
evolution begins, there are two different time evolution sys-
tems, a thorn filtering out high frequency components dur-
ing time evolution, and there are also analysis components.
Existing Einstein codes contain many more such thorns.
Which of these thorns are active (used) is decided at run time
by the parameter file.

The existing components were developed by different peo-
ple in different research groups in geographically different
locations over the past decade. The two main components
which enable their seamless interaction are ADMBase, a
community standard for exchanging solutions of the Einstein
equations, and MoL, providing a standard abstraction for time
integration. Table 3 lists several Einstein evolution compo-
nents and their origin which rely on ADMBase and MoL.

3.3 Development Process
The current form of ADMBase was designed in 2000 by in-

terested contributors in the numerical relativity community,
in close collaboration with the Cactus group. Most discus-
sions were held on public mailing lists, with several phone
conferences and face-to-face meetings. Certain design deci-
sions necessarily reflect the then-current available hardware
and software infrastructure (such as typical node configu-
rations and compilers), and perceived future research direc-
tions.

Since then, hardware and software have changed; com-
pute nodes have more memory, and typical HPC config-
urations contain many more compute nodes. There is at
least one good, free Fortran 90 compiler available, which has
made Fortran 77 programming obsolete. In the field of nu-
merical relativity, the main direction of research has changed
twice since then, first by settling on two mainstream for-
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Figure 4: Example use of ADMBase in the numerical rela-
tivity code CCATIE. MoL provides the time integrator. There
are several initial data (Exact, TwoPunctures), time evolu-
tion (BSSN_MoL, McLachlan), and analysis (AHFinderDirect,
IsolatedHorizon) components. NoExcision modifies ini-
tial data before time evolution begins, and Dissipation

modifies the evolution equations by applying a filter.

Table 3: Several production-level (having been used in
refereed research publications) Einstein evolution compo-
nents for Cactus and their origin. Some codes have been
superseded by newer components.

Name Group Location
Abigel AEI [41] Potsdam, Germany (outdated)
ADM AEI [4] Potsdam, Germany (outdated)
“BSSN” PSU [42] State College, PA, USA
“BSSN” RIT [47] Rochester, NY, USA
“BSSN” UIUC [18] Illinois, IL, USA
CCATIE AEI/CCT Potsdam, Germany /

[14, 13] Baton Rouge, LA, USA
“harmonic” AEI [40] Potsdam, Germany
LEAN FSU [37] Jena, Germany
Maya PSU [38] State College, PA, USA (outdated)
McLachlan CCT [5] Baton Rouge, LA, USA
TGR TAT [31] Tübingen, Germany (outdated)
Quilt CCT [33] Baton Rouge, LA, USA

Table 4: List of components of Tµν, and their approximate
non-relativistic hydrodynamics counterparts for compari-
son. These variables are used to provide a common, public
interface to the energy, momentum, and stress of the mat-
ter; these are not the hydrodynamics variables which are
evolved in time.

Tµν Hydro Name
T00 ρ, ε density, internal energy
T0i ρvi momentum
Tii p pressure
Tij τij shear stress

mulations (BSSN and harmonic) out of many, and then by
break-through successes in handling black hole singularities.
Both rendered some of the designed flexibility in the Ein-
stein Toolkit unnecessary, so that certain parts of its design
appear over-engineered today. (These parts play no funda-
mental role in the coupling mechanism.)

4. EINSTEIN–HYDRODYNAMICS
COUPLING

The Einstein toolkit offers standard mechanisms to couple
the evolution of the Einstein equations and of arbitrary mat-
ter fields. On one hand, the evolution of the matter fields de-
pends on the geometry of the spacetime; on the other hand,
the evolution of the geometry also depends on the matter
fields which are present. A generic description of the space-
time geometry is already available via the ADM variables in
ADMBase. Here we describe a somewhat analogous inter-
face for the treatment of matter.

Matter fields influence the geometry via the stress-energy
tensor Tµν (pronounced tee-mu-nu) [6]. Tµν describes the lo-
cation, density, velocity, pressure, and shear stress of the mat-
ter. Tµν plays a role somewhat analogous to, but slightly dif-
ferent from the ADM variables for the spacetime itself. While
it is by definition always possible to calculate Tµν from the
matter fields, it is in general not possible to infer the matter
fields from Tµν alone; matter fields require in general addi-
tional variables. (These details do not matter here and are
ignored in the following.) Table 4 lists the components of Tµν

and their equivalent interpretation in non-relativistic hydro-
dynamics.

A component TmunuBase contains a standard set of vari-
ables for Tµν. TmunuBase contains also a set of schedule
groups orchestrating when Tµν is to be computed. There can
be several different matter fields active at the same time; if
so, their contributions to Tµν add up. Different from ADM-
Base, TmunuBase does not handle initialisation; as described
above, this is not possible since there is no standard set of
variables for all possible matter fields. (Such a standard set
for the special case of compressible single-fluid flows is un-
der development.)

4.1 Coupled Time Evolution
Time evolution of a coupled Einstein–hydrodynamics evo-

lution proceeds as follows. The spacetime is initialised as de-
scribed in section 3 above, and the hydrodynamics variables
are initialised under control of the hydrodynamics evolution
component. Time stepping is performed by MoL for both the
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Figure 5: Schematic view of ADMBase and TmunuBase
combined. ADMBase contains the Einstein interface,
TmunuBase the hydro interface. Einstein and hydro evo-
lution methods are provided by separate thorns, relying on
a single, common time integrator. Both Einstein and hydro
evolution methods access the respective other’s variables
via the public interfaces ADMBase and TmunuBase. Com-
pare figure 3, which describes the Einstein interface in iso-
lation.

Einstein and the hydrodynamics variables simultaneously.
The right hand sides of the Einstein equations are calculated
by the Einstein evolution component, accessing TmunuBase
as necessary. The right hand sides of the hydrodynamics
equations are calculated by the hydro evolution component,
accessing ADMBase as necessary. This is schematically de-
picted in figure 5. (Compare to figure 3 for an illustration of
the Einstein interface alone.)

Using a common time integrator for both the Einstein and
the hydrodynamics equations is crucial for an efficient and
accurate coupling. MoL was designed with this kind of cou-
pling as one of the primary design goals; before its devel-
opment, time integration used to be performed by the Ein-
stein evolution component itself. By using a common time
integrator, one automatically achieves a high order of accu-
racy in the coupling — for example, a fourth order accurate
Runge-Kutta integrator couples Einstein and hydrodynam-
ics equations also to fourth order. This eliminates the need
for explicit coupling mechanisms which would otherwise be
necessary in the individual components’ time integration al-
gorithms, e.g. by performing sequential, fractional time steps
in a carefully chosen order.

4.2 Performance Trade-Offs
The Einstein toolkit offers two different mechanisms

for spacetime–matter coupling with different performance
trade-offs. These differences exist among other reasons be-
cause these interfaces were designed at different times, and
supercomputing hardware has changed somewhat in the
mean time. It used to be the case that solving the Einstein
equations requires much memory compared to the amount

of memory available on compute nodes, hence saving mem-
ory had a very high priority. The amount of memory per
compute node has generally increased in the past years, and
the emphasis has shifted to increasing CPU performance (see
e.g. [45]), especially also by increasing parallel scalability (see
e.g. [36, 35, 29, 7, 3]).

The hydrodynamical quantities Tµν are required to evolve
the spacetime variables in time. As described above, Tmunu-
Base (the more recent interface) stores Tµν as variables. The
second interface is CalcTmunu, which does not require any
storage of its own. Instead, the components of Tµν are
(re-)calculated for each grid point as necessary. In order
to achieve good performance, CalcTmunu inlines this re-
calculation into the inner loops of the spacetime evolution
via automatically generated include files.

Generating these include files is managed by the Cactus
framework via the include source mechanism (see section
2 above), so that user code is only exposed to rather generic
mechanism and is shielded from many low level details. A
hydrodynamics thorn provides code segments for declaring
local variables and for calculating the components of Tµν.
These segments are combined by Cactus into include files
that can be used by other thorns where Tµν is required. Over-
all, this leads to an efficient mechanism with zero storage
overhead. This mechanism is as elegant as is possible within
the constraints imposed by Fortran 77, which was as of sev-
eral years ago still one of the main languages to express equa-
tions in physics.

It goes without saying that the explicit inlining via include
files has a number of disadvantages, and it is unfortunate
that current compiler technology for Fortran is still not suf-
ficiently far advanced to guarantee inlining across different
source files. Among the more serious disadvantages of Calc-
Tmunu’s design are:

• It is necessary to have if statements in the code in-
cluded into inner loops, checking which hydrodynam-
ics thorn is active; this may prevent optimisations.

• The local variables in the included code segments poi-
son the namespace where they are included, even if the
code segments are not active.

• Different code segments are required for C, free-format
Fortran, and Fortran 77. For example, the hydrody-
namics code Whisky provides only a Fortran 77 in-
terface, requiring Einstein thorns which use it to be
(partly) written in Fortran 77 as well.

• There is no way to output Tµν with standard Cactus
mechanisms.

• It is not possible to use generic, global interpolation op-
erators to evaluate Tµν at arbitrary locations between
grid points.

These limitations were well known when CalcTmunu was
designed, but were deemed acceptable at the time given the
need for performance and the available main memory.

The newer interface TmunuBase maintains full backwards
compatibility with CalcTmunu by taking CalcTmunu contri-
butions into account when Tµν is calculated and stored in the
TmunuBase variables, and likewise by contributing its Tµν

variables when CalcTmunu is used. This makes it possible
to use either interface to access Tµν, independent of which
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Figure 6: Example use of ADMBase with CalcTmunu and
TmunuBase combined. There are two different hydrody-
namics codes Whisky and DiFranco, using the matter inter-
faces CalcTmunu and TmunuBase, respectively. The analy-
sis thorn IsolatedHorizon accesses both the ADMBase and
TmunuBase variables. Note that it thus implicitly has also
access to the Tµν of Whisky via the compatibility interface
between CalcTmunu and TmunuBase. Compare figure 4
which describes a vacuum Einstein code.

Table 5: Several Cactus-based hydrodynamics evolution
components and their origin.

Name Group Location
DiFranco CCT [46] Baton Rouge, LA, USA
Pizza TAT [22] Tübingen, Germany
Whisky AEI [16] Potsdam, Germany
WhiskyMHD AEI [19] Potsdam, Germany
— UIUC [18] Illinois, IL, USA

interface is provided by a particular hydrodynamics compo-
nent.

Languages like C++ could offer interfaces which are both
efficient and maintain encapsulation. However, it is not pos-
sible to rely on C++ interfaces in a real-world toolkit which
has to support multiple languages, large bodies of existing
code, and code developers which are not proficient in C++.

4.3 Examples
Figure 6 shows a realistic interaction diagram between

various components used in a typical coupled Einstein–
hydrodynamics application. Compared to figure 5 there are
both matter coupling mechanisms CalcTmunu and Tmunu-
Base present, each used by a different hydrodynamics com-
ponent. At most one of these hydrodynamics components
would be activated at run time.

Table 5 lists several hydrodynamics evolution components
and their origin. In particular, Whisky [17, 9] solves the com-
pressible (relativistic) Euler equations using high-resolution
shock-capturing (HRSC) methods.

Implementing a framework-based application solving the
time-dependent Maxwell equations could be designed anal-
ogously to ADMBase (see table 2). The discretisation scheme
(staggering of grid points, choice of derivative operators) is
not prescribed by Cactus, but is under control of the com-
ponent implementing the equations. Similarly, designing
a coupled (non-relativistic) Maxwell–hydrodynamics evolu-
tion code could be based on the design of TmunuBase. If
HRSC methods are to be used in the hydrodynamics com-
ponent, then it may be necessary to calculate explicitly the
characteristic speeds of the coupled system, which would
partly break the encapsulation of the respective sub-systems.
Whether this is necessary depends on the choice of HRSC
method.

5. CONCLUSION
The Einstein Toolkit contains an efficient interface ADM-

Base for coupling components providing Einstein solvers,
initial data generators, and analysis methods. This interface
is based upon a community-agreed standard set of variables,
and also orchestrates when these variables can be accessed
or need to be re-calculated. ADMBase is used by more than
ten large production codes in several independent research
groups, which have resulted in more than 100 science pub-
lications and more than 25 student theses over the past ten
years [1] in numerical relativity.

The Einstein Toolkit contains also two efficient inter-
faces CalcTmunu and TmunuBase for coupled Einstein–
hydrodynamics simulations, based upon different perfor-
mance/storage trade-offs. Several relativistic hydrodynam-
ics codes use these interfaces to couple to existing Einstein
solvers. This coupling is in the volume, so that both Einstein
and hydrodynamics equations are solved at every grid point,
relying on a common time integrator.

All three interfaces ADMBase, CalcTmunu, and Tmunu-
Base are independent of the particular driver which is used
to provide memory management, parallelism, mesh refine-
ment, or a multi-block infrastructure, and work seamlessly
in all these cases. They are also independent of the boundary
or symmetry conditions imposed during time evolution. In
particular, these interfaces do not allocate memory or han-
dle parallelism on their own, but instead rely on Cactus flesh
APIs to delegate these tasks to the driver component.

The include source mechanism was designed specifi-
cally for the purpose of the CalcTmunu Einstein–hydro-
dynamics coupling in order to overcome memory limitations
of machines that were current at that time. It has since then
not been used for any other major interface in Cactus-based
applications. This may be due to several reasons:

• Other developers may have emphasised code clarity
over performance, e.g. in educational environments
such as for the Cactus CFD Toolkit [8].

• Newer HPC systems provide more main memory
per node (. . . sometimes because they were designed
with Cactus applications in mind; see e.g. http://
supercomputers.aei.mpg.de/).

• More sophisticated numerical methods such as higher
order finite differencing or adaptive mesh refinement
require fewer grid points for the same accuracy, reduc-
ing memory requirements.

http://supercomputers.aei.mpg.de/
http://supercomputers.aei.mpg.de/


These points emphasise that software interfaces depend on
performance which in turn depends on contemporary hard-
ware properties. Interfaces and software engineering meth-
ods that are suitable today may not be so any more ten years
from now.

In the future, automatic code generation using e.g. Kranc
[24, 21, 10] will make it possible to couple different physics
systems even more tightly. Kranc generates complete Cactus
components from Mathematica equations, potentially apply-
ing optimisations or other transformations on the fly. This
enables compile-time optimisations reducing the overhead
of coupling while retaining a flexible and structured source
code, in this case written in Mathematica. Stencil-based opti-
misations could automatically adapt e.g. to the total number
of variables in the simulation [26, 43].

Several Einstein and hydrodynamics components have
been extensively benchmarked on many HPC platforms [7],
and in no case have these interfaces been found to be a per-
formance bottleneck. ADMBase and TmunuBase continue to
provide a highly efficient community standard for relativistic
multi-physics simulations.
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